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What is a “cipher”?

From the online Oxford 
Dictionary.

cipher

Pronunciation: /ˈsʌɪfə/ 

(also cypher)

NOUN  A secret or disguised 
way of writing; a code.



Scytale (スキュタレー)

▪ from Greek σκυτάλη “rod”

▪ the Spartans, in particular, are 
said to have used this cipher

▪ it is a 

▪ first mentioned in 7th century 
BC

(probably 
used for message 
authentication, not encryption)



Caesar’s cipher

▪ it works by (shift)

▪ in the example, each letter is replaced 
by the letter three places to the left

▪ Plain:    
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

▪ Cipher:   
XYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

▪ Example (plain): THE QUICK BROWN 
FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG

▪ Example (cipher): QEB NRFZH YOLTK 
CLU GRJMP LSBO QEB IXWV ALD

▪ very easy to crack… how?



Frequency analysis

Iraqi mathematician Al Kindi (c.801-873 AD)



Alberti cipher

▪ Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472): 
De Cifris (About Ciphers)

▪ it uses two disks: the outer one is 
fixed, the inner one is movable

▪ Example: outer disk 
ABCDEFGILMNOPQRSTVXZ1234

▪ Example: inner disk 
gklnprtuz&xysomqihfdbace

▪ it can 



Rotor machines

▪ the German 
was a kind of rotor machine

▪ state-of-the-art cryptography 
from 1920s to 1970s

▪ new substitution rule at each 
keypress

▪ idea similar to Alberti’s disk



The one-time pad

▪ one-time pad used by US National 
Security Agency in the 1950s

(un-
breakable)

▪ Plain text: HELLO

▪ Key: LFNNY

▪ Encryption: right side

▪ Cipher text: HQBBN

▪ Decryption: needs same sheet



The 1970s revolution

▪ idea of 
(before, sender 

and receiver were “equal”)

▪ the public key (known to 
anyone) is used to encrypt

▪ the private key (known only to 
the agency) is used to decrypt

(Rivest, Shamir, Adleman, 1977; 
Cocks, 1973)



How does RSA work?

▪ choose primes p and q

▪ choose c such that c and (p-1)(q-1) do 
not have common factors

▪ compute d such that cd=1 modulo (p-
1)(q-1)

▪ give c and N=pq to Alice

▪ encryption: 𝑎 → 𝑏 = 𝑎𝑐 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁

▪ decryption: 𝑏 → 𝑏𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 = 𝑎

▪ example: try to factor 43419877

▪ 43419877 = 5483 times 7919



Shor’s algorithm (1994)

▪ Factoring large integers is hard 
on a computer

▪ Physics (quantum theory) can 
solve the problem efficiently 
(polynomial time)

▪ Technological problems, but 
proof of principle works (and 
there are some experiments)



(Classical) Cryptography Today

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.04256.pdf



Does physics allow secure ciphers?

▪ any piece of information (plain 
text, encrypted text, key, etc) is 

▪ Eavesdropper wants to get the 
information without being 
noticed (i.e., without disturbing 
the system)



Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle

▪ in quantum theory in general, 
no information can be obtained 
without disturbing the system

▪ disturbance can be detected

▪ hence 

▪ this is the idea at the heart of 
quantum cryptography



Quantum Cryptography: the idea

▪ Light is made of particles called 
photons

▪ Each photon has its own polarization, 
that can be ↑ or ↓ in some direction

▪ We cannot just measure 
“polarization”; we can only measure 
“polarization in some direction”

▪ If we measure polarization in the 
“correct” direction, we learn the 
“true” value

▪ If we measure polarization in the 
“wrong” direction, the result we 
obtain is completely random



Quantum Key Distribution: easy BB84

▪ three random strings: the KEY=(1110101…), Alice’s 
key A_KEY=(0100101…), and Bob’s key 
B_KEY=(1011010…)

▪ Alice’s encoding: A_KEY decides the polarization 
direction, KEY decides polarization ↑ or ↓

▪ Bob’s measurement: B_KEY decides the 
measurement direction

▪ at the end, Alice announces A_KEY: all events in 
which A_KEY and B_KEY differ are discarded

▪ in the remaining events, Bob measurement 
outcomes should perfectly agree with KEY

▪ how to be sure? Alice and Bob sacrifice some more 
events to compare KEY with Bob’s outcomes

▪ if too many errors are found, that means that there 
was an eavesdropper and the protocol is aborted

▪ the remaining shared KEY is then used for one-
time pad



BB84: the typical scenario

polarization direction: A_KEY
polarization value: KEY

E does not know A_KEY:
random measurements

measurement direction: B_KEY

POINT: A_KEY and B_KEY must be
secret but need not be distributed!



The role of randomness

▪ Alice’s and Bob’s private keys must be 
unknown to the eavesdropper

▪ Can we guarantee that a random key 
is truly random?

▪ From Wikipedia: In September 2013, 
The New York Times reported that 
internal NSA memos leaked by 
Edward Snowden […] concluded that 
the Dual_EC_DRBG standard did 
indeed contain a backdoor for the 
NSA.

▪ without true randomness there is no 
cryptography!



Is there true randomness in nature?

▪ produce a stream of photons, all 
polarized in the same direction, all 
same value

▪ measure polarization in the other 
direction

▪ obtain a stream of uniform random bits

▪ no randomness is needed in the 
process!

▪ randomness can be certified! (if 
quantum theory is true, the bits must 
be private and random)

▪ we can even buy both laser and 
measurement device directly from the 
eavesdropper…



Conclusions

▪ Ancient cryptography: art and technology, not science

▪ Modern cryptography: works because some problems are “hard” to solve 
on a computer

▪ Quantum computer: not yet completely understood, but it is sometimes 
exponentially faster than usual computers

▪ Can cryptography exist in a quantum world? Yes, but it has to be “quantum” 
cryptography!

▪ BB84 protocol: eavesdropper can be detected

▪ Role of randomness: quantum random number generator



レポートについて

今日学んだ暗号化方法の中から

一つを選んで、それを簡単に説明せよ。
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